34	VOCABULARY
There are certain American verbs that remind Englishmen of the
barbaric taste illustrated by such town names as Memphis and
those mentioned in the last section. A very firm stand ought
to be made against placate, transpire1, and antagonize, all of
which have English patrons.
There is a real danger of our literature's being americanized,
and that not merely in details of vocabulary—whic|| are all
that we are here directly concerned with—but in it^ .general
tone. Mr. Rudyard Kipling is a very great writer, and a
patriotic; his influence is probably the strongest that there is at
present in the land; but he and his school are americanizing us.
His style exhibits a sort of remorseless and scientific efficiency
in the choice of epithets and other words that suggests the
application of coloured photography to description; the carfera
is superseding the human hand. We quote two sentences from
the first page of a story, and remark that in pre-Kipling days
none of the words we italicize would have been likely; now,
they may be matched on nearly every page of an 'up-to-date*
novelist:
Between the snow-white cutter and the flat-topped, honey-coloured2
rocks on the beach the green water was troubled with shrimp-pink
prisoners-of-war bathing.—kipling.
Far out, a three-funnelled Atlantic transport with turtle bow and
stern waddled in from the deep sea.—kipling.
The words are, as we said, extremely efficient; but the impulse
that selects them is in harmony with American, not with
English, methods, and we hope it may be developed in America
rather than here. We cannot go more fully into the point in a
digression like this. But though we have digressed, it has not
been quite without purpose: any one who agrees with us in
this will see in it an additional reason for jealously excluding
1 Even in the legitimate sense (see p. 26), originally a happy metaphor for
mysterious leaking out, but now vulgarized and *dead*.
* Not that this word calls for censure in itself; but when packed into a
sentence with snow-white, green, and shrimp-pinky it contributes noticeably
to that effect of brief and startling exhaustiveness which is one variety of
what we have stigmatized as efficiency.

